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Design and performance of a 4.2 radiation length lead- 
sandwich. gas tube hodoscope are discussed. The device, 
measuring 1 x 2 m2 in au and 12 cm in depth. was employed in 
Fermi National Accelerator Lab experiment 705 [l]. Multiple 
samplings of anode wires situated within three-walled aluminum 
tubes were used to generate an X coordinate: similarly, 
capacitively coupled copper-clad strips were ganged together to 
yield a Y coordinate. The resulU reviewed are based on an analysis 
of electron calibration data taken during a recent sir-month 
mnning period. In particular, position resolution (in millimeters) 
is seen to be 0.8+3.3/JE+31/E for the 9.92 mm spaced wires and 
0.6+3.2/dE+32/E for the 12.5 mm swips, where E represents the 
electron ham energy in GeV. 

As originally constructed. E705’s large electromagnetic 
shower detector measured photon positions by pre-converting a 
small fraction of the photon’s energy in 3.5 radiation length (X0) 
columns of SCGl-C scintillating glass (Ohara Optical Glass 
Manufacturing Company, Ltd. (21) and measuring the shower 
profile in a conduciig-plastic mbe hodoscopc. Following the gas 
tube hodoscope (GTH 13.41) was a 20.5 X0 Main Array consisting 
of an inner core of 92 small (7.5x7.5x89.2 a%‘) SCGl-C blocks, 
surrounded by 74 large (15x15x89.2 cm3) SCGI-C blocks, further 
sunounded by 226 large (15x15~45 cma) SF5 lead glass blocks. 
Energy wss derived from the sum of Main Anay blocks and Active 
Converter columns. position from the GTH ADC-weighted wires. 

Early running experiences led to the decision to replace, in 
rhe central one meter. the arrangement of Active Converter 
columns and GTH with a unified lead-gas calorimeter (LGC). 
Combining bath the calorimetry of the Active Converter columns 
and the position determination of the GTH. the LGC offered 
several significant improvements over the original scheme. First, 
rhe LGC. with its centimeter granularity. was less likely to be 
confused by overlapping showers than were the 7.5 cm converter 
columns. Second, by sampling a shower eight times over 4.2 
radiation lengths channel count fluctuations were much smaller 

in the LGC than in the single sample GTH. F&y. since lead 
fontted the bulk of the electromagnetic radium maetial, the LGC 
rqxesatted a smaller fmctimt of a hadron absqtion length than 
tha SCGl-C columns. 

hagy resolution, which is critical to the expaiment’s goal 
of resolving the charmonium p-wave states. is mtperior in the 
Active Convener/CiTH anmgement. This prechtdd sxprmding the 
MC beyond the central one meter - a region whae photon 
amgies tend to be small and resolution would be a Problem. ‘Tim 
fti configuration of the electromagnetic defectox is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Essentially the LGC is a” eight-layered sxnpling device 
with each identical sample consisting of: 1.2 mm lead. 10 mm 
~1ttnti”mn extmsio” proportional tubes topped with a .5 mm sheet 
of resistive PVC, and copper-clad. horizontal-stripe& 1.6 mm G- 
10 board. The upstream end of the LGC consists of 1.3 cm of steel 
followed by 8 mm of lead. Togedm. the lead and steel represent 
2.3 X0 of shower starter. I” addition to forming the baseplate for 
dte mechanical assembly. steel was also employed m help shield 
Main Array phototube bases from fringe fields due to the analysis 
magnet. A” wsembly dingrun of the chamber is shorn in Fig. 2. 

In terms of active area. the LGC spanned 1.03 meters 
horizonrally and 1.95 meters vertically. The vertical height was 
matched to that of the glass. Additionally. there was a clearance 
hole for rhe beam, 30 cm x I5 cm also matching the exisling 
beam hole in the Main Army. 
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FIGURE 2 

In the geomey of the experiment, a shower’s X coordinate 
is derived from the weighted wire signals. Fifty micron gold-plated 
tungsten. the wires were suspended vertically with the top and 
bottom ends glued to plastic fixtures which nested in the aluminum 
extrusions. Additionally. these wires were glued to plastic posts 
located at vertical center and split so as to create scpamte top and 
bottom readouts. The cell-planes were constructed by paling 
together 13 eight-channel aluminum exmsions (EASCO Corp., 
Phoenix. AZ). Individual cells were “early square with an 8.4 mm 
wall-to-wall separation. I .59 mm wall thickness. and a 9.92 mm 
effective wire-to-wire spacing over the width of the plane. 

The gas mixture consisted of premixed Argon/Ethane. in 
equal parts by volume. which was bubbled through liquid 
isopropyl alcohol at 0’ C. A” input gas manifold assured that the 
flow of gas was uniformly distributed through the cubes. 

Positive high voltage. delivered separately to the LCC 
quadrants. was applied to the wires through IMQ current limiting 
resistors. The opcratittg potential for tic wires. about 1850 volts. 
was ultimntcly set by rhe requirement that a single wire group - 
eight tubes shorted together along tic beam direction - not 
saturau the LcCroy 2280 ADC (400 pC maximum) for 100 CcV 
ICSl clcctro”r. 

Copper-clad printed circuit board with horizontal swipes 
(1.25 cm pitch) formed the Y coordinate measttrement. Facing 
each of the eight emusion planes was a striped cathode pi& 
separated by a thin sheet of graphire-coated PVC. Sufficiently 
co”ductive to serve as the foutth wail of the wire cell. the PVC was 
insttfticiently conductive so as to be transparent 10 the Lnagu of 
signals developing on the wires. In contrast to the wire signals 
which are negative. the cathode signals are positive. They BT~ 
also diminished in amplitude by a factor of about four. Similar to 
the anode wires, cathode stripes were also ganged together 
longitudmally in groups of eight Forty strips above and fatty 
strips below the (vertical) center line were actually cu in two. 
crcaring separate ‘left’ and ‘right’ halves. Beyond this inner region 
the strips were co”ti”wmts. 

Wecaonics 

Both anode and cathode signals passed through individual. 
home-built amplifier circuits mounted at the chatter. Amplifier 
gains were. ap~oxi”tately. a factor of 5 for the anode and 25 for 
the cathode. Anode signals were capacitively coupled (100 pF) to 
the amplifier, cathode signals directly coupled. I” either case. 
output signals were piped over fifty meten of mostly RG8 signal 
cable and into LeCroy 2280 ADC’s. Data was genetally collected 
in spareified mode, meaning that only groups of (pedestal- 
subuacted) channels above a preset threshold were written t” tap. 
Pedestal mcawremenu, necessary for the subtraction tabk were 
lakalrevdtimwawcck. 

By illuminating the detector in special rtma with muoll~ 
(minimum-i&zing particles), it was detmmincd the for the most 
part chatmel-tochannel gain vatiations were with& fi percenr 
For the resulu described bt rhis paper, no correction has been 
made for these vmiatiom. 

Q&&m and EGS Simulat&a 

One valuable feature of the E705 electtvm~gnetic calori”-,etcr 
is that tie entire array sat cm a movable table. Thus each glass 
block could be positioned in the path of a” undeflected electron 
beam. Individual clstrow were tracked by three sets of beam 
chunks with each set consisting of three (0’ and flZ0’ with 
respect to the Y axis) 1 mm pitch wire planes. Because of 
multiple scattering effects the error in projecting a track. as 
defmed by the beam stations, t” the LCC is klm mome”tum 
dcpndenr For LOO GeV elecnons we expect. from Monte Carlo 
studies. a RMS of .4 mm for the distribution of true intercept 
minus chamber-determined itttercepr At 4 GeV. the RMS for this 
distribution is 7 nun. 

Ruttlts in this paper me derived horn the study of 4. 10.30. 
60. and 100 GeV electron calibration beams. It wu not possible 
to ~cmstruc.t an elesuon beam with momentunt below 4 GcV. 
Dispersion about these nominal central tiguru. estbnated at about 
one percenr has not been take” into acc”u”t in the position 
resolution analysis. 

l” order to relate ADC counts to energy. studies were made 
using the ECS (Electron-Gamma-Shower [5]) program to simulate. 
in the LGC. shower development for nounal-incidence elecoons. 
The simulations were done for all of the calibration energy 
selections. Similarly. EGS was used to study the shower 
development of photons. As can be seen in Fig. 34 the average 
amount of (sinulated) energy deposited in the LGC depends 
linearly on the square root of the incident electron (or photon) 
energy. ECS further predicts that photons will deposit only 60 to 
70 percent of the energy deposited by electrons (for the same 
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primcry energy). There is also a prO*ouoccd diffcrense in the 
spread of deposited energy: Ihe ratio of RMS to mean deposited 
.energy ranges from 30 to 40 percent for electrons and 60 to 70 
percent for photons. 

Ennev Resolution 

For the pulpose of comparing EGS predictions with elccnon 
tcr.t date. software clostcrs were defmed in both the LGC X and Y 
views as f3 tuber taken about a central, peak tube. Seven robes, 
based on a peck tube. represeot roughly 98 percent of the total 
cherge left by ao average shower. Based on this seven-tube 
definition, one can compare the average ADC response with the 
square root of electron beam enugy and this is shown in Fig. 3b. 
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FIGURE 3b 
lo principle the mewred cncrgy in the LCC can be added to 

the Main Array energy to obtain an estimctc of the showcrine 
particle’s original energy. lo order to sharpen the energ; 
resolution of the combined detector. however. coefficients in tie 
cnpression Bmat = aLGC+bMAKLGCz+dMAz+cLGC*MA have 
heen determined by minimizing the width of the energy 
~listribution over 211 measured elecuon cnergics. 

Shower Fitting 

In data cvcms. as opposed to calibration cvems, one has to 
deal wilh cases in which shower peaks arc separated in a given 
view by fewer than seven tubes. Obviously in such cases a single- 
)pcak fit. based on sown tubes. is inappropriate. In order to handle 
.wcrlapping showers. calibration events were studied. leading to 
;cncraiizcd proiilcs lw both X and Y showers. For cmh 

calibration evenf the contents of twenty tubes, centered about the 
b-earn interception point. were bioned according to their distance 
from the beam. ACC ooonts were binned in 2 mm inlmais. an 
amount not inconsistent with the beam extrapoiation accuracy. 
Shawcr profiles for 30 Gev elecnons are shorn io Fig. 4% b for X 
and Y views respectively. The error bars represent the root-meen- 
square fluctuations for each bin. As can be scco in the. figure. the 
typical Y shower is slightly broader than the typical X shower. 
This resttlt. shown for 30 GeV electrons. varies little over the 
range of calibntion elcotrmts (6 to 100 GcV.) About tifty pcrecnt 
of the deposited energy is contained in the peck ehxmtcl: three 
channels conrcin about 90 perecnt of the deposited crtagy. 
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Ertrcpoiatcd beam tracks EM also be used to mecwre the 
position resolution of the LGC . the cowracy with which the LCC 
measures the cntrencc point of the showering electron (or 
photon). This is done by plotting, on an event-by-evmt basis. 
the difference between the ccntroid as determined by the LGC end 
the beam-extrapolated position at the LGC. For the purposes of 
determining position resolution. there is little difference between 
a centrotd derived from a fast moment calculation based on seven 
tubes or from a chi-square minimization procedure based on 
patterns obtained from calibration data. For this coclyris the fust 
moment approach is used. A Gaussian is then fit to the difference 
plot and a sigma extractcd. This sigma is then reduced by 
subtrexting in quadratore the sigma of the beam exacpolation (due 
IO the granularity of the beam chambers and multiple scattering 
effsts.l Because of multiple scatwing. the correction varies from 
momenrom to momentum. Fig. 51, b show the corrected position 
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rcsaludons. for both X and Y views. plotted as a funcrion of l/<E. 
” observed dependence of position resolution with beam energy 
IS m disagreemenr wirh EGS which predicts an approximarely 
linea Fpendence with l/‘iE. However, ar this pomr rhe muitiple 
scattermg CO~~CCIW~S are nor complsteiy understood and a 
defiiitive staxment can not be made regarding tie resolution’s 
dependence 0” electron beam energy. 
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FIGURE 5b 

Dam events differ from calibration events in that rhey 
generally contain several showers (photon. eiecrron, h&on) of 
varying energy. In these cases. matching of LGC X and Y clusters 
murr be done on Ihe basis of energy. That is. both X and Y should 
mepsure, wihin errors, identical energies for the same parat 
shower. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the asymmeuy variable. 
A=(E,-Ey)/(Ex+Ey). for 30 GeV calibration eleomns. 

EX-EY/EX-EY FIT 

The LGC. built to enhance the cenrrat region of the E-705 
caMmeter. was operated wilhout incident during rhe previous six- 
month mming period a~ FNAL. Sludies using calibration electron 
data suggest that position resolution of tie LGC. in millimeters, 
can be expressed as 0.8+3.3/dE+31/~ for Ihe 9.92 mm spaced 
wires and 0.6+3.2/dE+32/E for the 12.5 mm strips. where E 
rcprumts he elccaon beam energy in GeV. Also. the correlation 
between energy as measured by the wires and energy as measued 
by rhe strips is fairly tight with an asymmeuy RMS for 30 GeV 
electIons of about 4 percent 
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